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OUTLINE

•Symbol table and name mangling
•Using a debugger (gdb)
•Memory sanitation
•Using a profiler (gprof)

Name mangling

Technique used by compiler developers to solve
problem for unique names of entities in code.
Example: Function prototype
Function prototype = function name + type signature

Function body is
not part of function
prototype

1 void func(int arg1, double arg2)
2 {
3
return;
4 }

Type of function
parameter and
return type

Symbol table

Symbols are identifiers generated by the compiler
to link program entities to generated machine code
Tool to print the symbol table: nm
manpage: nm - display name list (symbol table)

Example: void func(int arg1, double arg2)
Name in symbol table
Human readable
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$ g++ -c -o func.o func.cpp
$ nm func.o
0000000000000000 T __Z4funcid
$ nm -C func.o
0000000000000000 T func(int, double)

Interactive task 1 (~10min)

Task source: tutorials/tut04/task1_nm
(git pull the lecture repository)

Task: Compare differences of symbols generated from
different programming languages with their compilers
•
•
•
•

Briefly look at the three source codes hello.cpp, hello.c and hello.f90
Compile each code into an object file using gfortran, g++ and gcc
Look at the generated symbol table and study the differences
What are the differences among them? Why so? What else is there?

Interactive task 1 (discussion)

Compilation:

gcc -c hello.c
Generate object code

Interpretation of nm output: (see manpage for full doc)
0000000000000000 T __Z4funcid
Symbol value

Symbol type

Symbol name

Interactive task 1 (discussion)

Symbol types: (see manpage for full doc)
•
•
•
•

B: zero-initialized or uninitialized data (bss)
D: initialized data (data)
T: text section (code)
U: undefined

Recall lecture about ISA and assembly:
Machine
instructions
Executable
Linking
Close gaps (missing
symbols) by linking to a
library that contains the
missing code

You may have stumbled across this
error when symbol is undefined and
linker can not find it elsewhere when
needed at compile time (static linking):

Process Memory Layout
Command line arguments
and environment variables
Stack

growth dir
Heap
Uninitialized data
Initialized data
Text (code)

1 ld: hello.o: in function `hello':
2 tutorials/tut04/task1_nm/hello.c:5: undefined reference to `puts'

Interactive task 1 (discussion)

Symbol names:
C: most natural; symbol name
is name of entity in code

0000000000000000 T Hello

Fortran: similar to C but all lowercase and
appends ‘_’ at the end of symbol name
(beware: underscore is not standardized)

0000000000000000 T hello_

C++: phew! Hard to decipher…

0000000000000000 T _Z5Hellov

From the MKL Lapack C/C++ header:
AHA! This will link to Fortran symbols
(lower case and appended underscore)
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void DSYEV( const char* jobz, const char* uplo, const MKL_INT* n, double* a,
const MKL_INT* lda, double* w, double* work, const MKL_INT* lwork,
MKL_INT* info );
void DSYEV_( const char* jobz, const char* uplo, const MKL_INT* n, double* a,
const MKL_INT* lda, double* w, double* work, const MKL_INT* lwork,
MKL_INT* info );
void dsyev( const char* jobz, const char* uplo, const MKL_INT* n, double* a,
const MKL_INT* lda, double* w, double* work, const MKL_INT* lwork,
MKL_INT* info );
void dsyev_( const char* jobz, const char* uplo, const MKL_INT* n, double* a,
const MKL_INT* lda, double* w, double* work, const MKL_INT* lwork,
MKL_INT* info );

Interactive task 1 (discussion)

Symbol names:
C++: phew! Hard to decipher…

Why such complicated name mangling in C++?
• Classes
• Namespaces
• Template meta-programming
• Function overloading

But wait, this will not work in C++!
In C++ you need the extern “C” block to
enable C-style name mangling (for
linking to C or Fortran or others possibly)
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#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
// C-name mangling applies in here!
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
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void DSYEV( const char* jobz, const char* uplo, const MKL_INT* n, double* a,
const MKL_INT* lda, double* w, double* work, const MKL_INT* lwork,
MKL_INT* info );
void DSYEV_( const char* jobz, const char* uplo, const MKL_INT* n, double* a,
const MKL_INT* lda, double* w, double* work, const MKL_INT* lwork,
MKL_INT* info );
void dsyev( const char* jobz, const char* uplo, const MKL_INT* n, double* a,
const MKL_INT* lda, double* w, double* work, const MKL_INT* lwork,
MKL_INT* info );
void dsyev_( const char* jobz, const char* uplo, const MKL_INT* n, double* a,
const MKL_INT* lda, double* w, double* work, const MKL_INT* lwork,
MKL_INT* info );

Interactive task 1 (discussion)

Size of generated object code is larger if information about
symbols must be carried around. Symbols are useful for
development, you may not want them in production code.
Tool to remove the symbol table: strip
manpage: strip - discard symbols and other data from object files

Non-stripped
1664 bytes

Stripped
920 bytes
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$ wc -c hello.o
1664 hello.o
$ strip hello.o
$ wc -c hello.o
920 hello.o
$ nm hello.o
nm: hello.o: no symbols

Interactive task 1 (discussion)

Dynamic linking
Example dummy code to call GEMV:
g++ -o gemv gemv.cpp -lcblas
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#include <cblas.h>
int main(void)
{
cblas_sgemv(
CblasRowMajor, CblasNoTrans, 0, 0, 0, NULL, 0, NULL, 0, 0, NULL, 0);
return 0;
}

Tool to check dynamic linked libraries: ldd
manpage: ldd - print shared object dependencies

Debugging with gdb

Why?
•
•
•
•

Your code crashes somewhere and you want to find out where
You have a bug but your code does not crash. You know roughly where
and want to examine the current values
Examine a core dump generated from your crashed application
Debug running application

Tool to debug code that contains debug symbols: gdb
manpage: gdb - The GNU Debugger

Compilation: add the -g flag when compiling code
Note: the flag adds additional symbols to the symbol table and can be stripped away
later. It does not affect performance at all and is good practice to always add this flag.

Debugging with gdb

Usage: gdb ./main

Program to debug

Basic commands (use the Tab-key for auto-completion):
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

run: start the program execution
help: get help for commands
break: set a breakpoint in the code (can be a function name or line number in a file)
next: execute the program line shown (step over functions)
step: execute the program line shown (step into functions)
info: list various information of interest. A few examples:
• info locals: display local variables and values in current stack frame
• info variables: display values of global and static variables
• info frame: info about current stack frame
• info registers: list the current values of CPU registers
backtrace: show the current stack frames on top of each other (#0 is top of stack)
list: list the neighborhood of the source code (if source is available)

Interactive task 2 (~15min)

Task source: tutorials/tut04/task2_gdb
(git pull the lecture repository)

Task: I wrote a program main and it does something
weird. Debug the program and try to find out what it is.
•
•
•
•
•

You only get the executable, no source code
Use the basic commands on the previous slide
Try to understand what happens in the code
gdb requires some practice to get comfortable (not just reading the slides)
Find line number and name of source file where something goes wrong

Interactive task 2 (discussion)

main.cpp
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#include <cstddef>
extern double process_array(const double *a, const int N);
int main(void)
{
Corrupting address of pointer
double *ary = new double[3];
that is accessed inside
for (int i = 0; i < 3; ++i) {
process_array
later
on.
ary[i] = i;
Generates a segmentation fault.
}
ary = (double *)((size_t)ary ^ 0x100000);
double sum = process_array(ary, 3);
return 0;
}

Interactive task 2 (discussion)

Example: Core dumps
A core dump is a ‘snapshot’ of the memory of the program at a given time (RAM today,
magnetic core memory long time ago). Very useful to load into debugger when a program
crashes (and you might not be able to debug it, you can still examine the last stack state).
Core dumps might need be enabled in the kernel (Linux) and additionally enable them
using the ulimit tool:

ulimit -c unlimited

Examine a core dump: gdb ./main ./core
Equivalent binary that
produced the core dump

Core dump file

Memory leak analysis

Why?
•
•
•
•

You did not delete memory that you have allocated on the heap
If you do this in a loop, the memory requirement of your program will
grow over time until execution gets very slow and eventually crashes
Ugly bug that happens often. In C++ check the RAII concept.
Often code may not crash and debugger can tell the issue either

Tool to analyze memory leaks: valgrind
manpage: valgrind - a suite of tools for debugging and profiling programs

Alternative: use --sanitize=address when compiling
with gcc or clang

Memory leak analysis

Example: valgrind
Usage: valgrind --leak-check=full ./mem_leak
No special flags required during compilation. On Euler: module load new valgrind
Valgrind summary for code that leaks memory:
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==1145323== LEAK SUMMARY:
==1145323==
definitely lost:
==1145323==
indirectly lost:
==1145323==
possibly lost:
==1145323==
still reachable:
==1145323==
suppressed:

84 bytes in 2 blocks
0 bytes in 0 blocks
0 bytes in 0 blocks
0 bytes in 0 blocks
0 bytes in 0 blocks

Interactive task 3 (~15min)

Task source: tutorials/tut04/task3_memleak
(git pull the lecture repository)

Task: Run the code with valgrind (try the sanitizer
also, see the Makefile) and try to find the memory leak

Interactive task 3 (discussion)

Solution:
mem_leak.cpp
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#include <cassert>
#include <cstddef>
#include <iostream>
class BaseArray
{
public:
virtual void print() const = 0;
virtual int N() const = 0;
// Destructor must be virtual for base classes!
// The -Wall flag during compilation will tell you this
virtual ~BaseArray() {}
};

Profiling your code

Why?
•
•
•

Identify bottlenecks in your code
Gives orientation where to start with optimization
Requires instrumentation of source code (at compile time)

Tool to profile your code: gprof
manpage: gprof - display call graph profile data

Profiling your code
Flag is needed to instrument
code for use with gprof

How to use: gprof

0.

Make sure your code is running correct

1.

Compilation:

2.

Run as usual: ./main

3.

Create profile: gprof ./main > prof.out

4.

Study function call graphin : prof.out

g++ -pg -o main main.cpp

Interactive task 4 (~10min)

Task source: tutorials/tut04/task4_gprof
(git pull the lecture repository)

Task: Profile sqrt and exp math functions using gprof
•
•
•
•

Briefly look at the three source
Compile and instrument the code for use with gprof
Create function call graph and study the profiled timings for the function
calls
Which of the two (sqrt or exp) is more expensive to evaluate?

Interactive task 4 (discussion)

Profiler summary (compiled w/o optimization flags):
1 Flat profile:
2
3 Each sample counts as 0.01 seconds.
4
%
cumulative
self
self
5 time
seconds
seconds
calls ms/call
6 61.72
1.69
1.69
50
33.82
7 39.55
2.77
1.08
50
21.67
8
0.00
2.77
0.00
1
0.00
9
0.00
2.77
0.00
1
0.00

sqrt
total
ms/call
33.82
21.67
0.00
0.00

exp
name
func1(int)
func2(int)
_GLOBAL__sub_I__Z5func1i
__static_initialization_and_destruction_0(int, int)

